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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT FOR APPEAL NO. 23-006     
 
I / We, Gabe Zeldin and Caroline Simonds, hereby appeal the following departmental action: ISSUANCE of Site 
Permit No. 2021/11/16/2462  by the Department of Building Inspection which was issued or became effective 

on: January 20, 2023, to:  Betsy Bayha and Heidi Gewertz, for the property located at: 264 Diamond Street.  
 

BRIEFING SCHEDULE:  
 
The Appellants may, but are not required to, submit a one page (double-spaced) supplementary statement with this Preliminary 
Statement of Appeal. No exhibits or other submissions are allowed at this time. 
 
Appellants’ Brief is due on or before:  4:30 p.m. on February 23, 2023, (no later than three Thursdays prior to the hearing 
date). The brief may be up to 12 pages in length with unlimited exhibits.  It shall be double-spaced with a minimum 12-point 
font.  An electronic copy shall be emailed to: boardofappeals@sfgov.org, julie.rosenberg@sfgov.org, tina.tam@sfgov.org, 
corey.teague@sfgov.org, kyle@pencilboxarchitects.com, and bbayha@gmail.com. 
 
Respondent's and Other Parties' Briefs are due on or before: 4:30 p.m. on March 9, 2023, (no later than one Thursday prior 
to hearing date).  The brief may be up to 12 pages in length with unlimited exhibits.  It shall be doubled-spaced with a 
minimum 12-point font.  An electronic copy shall be emailed to: boardofappeals@sfgov.org, julie.rosenberg@sfgov.org, 
tina.tam@sfgov.org, corey.teague@sfgov.org, gabezeldin@gmail.com and carrie.simonds@gmail.com. 
 
Hard copies of the briefs do NOT need to be submitted to the Board Office or to the other parties. 
 
Hearing Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023, 5:00 p.m., Room 416 San Francisco City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett 
Place.  The parties may also attend remotely via Zoom.  Information for access to the hearing will be provided before the 
hearing date. 
 
All parties to this appeal must adhere to the briefing schedule above, however if the hearing date is changed, the briefing 
schedule MAY also be changed. Written notice will be provided of any changes to the briefing schedule.  
 
In order to have their documents sent to the Board members prior to hearing, members of the public should email all 
documents of support/opposition no later than one Thursday prior to hearing date by 4:30 p.m. to boardofappeals@sfgov.org.  
Please note that names and contact information included in submittals from members of the public will become part of the public 
record. Submittals from members of the public may be made anonymously.  
 
Please note that in addition to the parties' briefs, any materials that the Board receives relevant to this appeal, including letters 
of support/opposition from members of the public, are distributed to Board members prior to hearing. All such materials are 
available for inspection on the Board’s website at www.sfgov.org/boa. You may also request a hard copy of the hearing 
materials that are provided to Board members at a cost of 10 cents per page, per S.F. Admin. Code Ch. 67.28.  
 
 
 
The reasons for this appeal are as follows:  
 
See attachment to the preliminary Statement of Appeal. 
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Preliminary statement for appeal of building permit No. 202111162462, 264 Diamond St. 

As adjacent neighbors directly to the north, the proposed project will substantially impact 

light, air, and visual access the mid-block open space for at least six windows of our property. 

The proposal violates the Residential Design Guidelines (RDGs).  Planning Staff agreed and 

recommended that the Commission require a side setback, concluding that “[t]he Residential 

Design Guidelines … clearly illustrate conditions and responses similar to this 

situation.”  However, after a hearing marred by procedural irregularities the Commission voted 

in a split decision not to take discretionary review. 

The project violates several sections of the RDGs, including: 

·      Maintain light to adjacent properties by providing adequate setbacks (p.5) 
·      Ensure that the building respects the mid-block open space (p.5) 
·      Set back upper floors to provide larger rear yard setbacks (p.26) 
·      Notch the building at the rear or provide setbacks from side property lines (p.26) 
·      Provide shared light wells to provide more light to both properties (p.16) 

 
We request a small modification: a five-foot side setback to match the existing setback on 

our property.  This will bring the project into conformance with the RDGs, and mitigate (but not 

eliminate) the project’s impact to our light, air, and visual access to the mid-block open 

space.  The requested modification will have little impact to the proposed rear addition and the 

Sponsors have not identified any structural, electrical, or mechanical impediment.  The Planner 

confirmed that modifications of this nature “are common suggestions for projects of this type to 

comply with the RDGs.” 

Unfortunately the sponsors, one of whom is a San Francisco City Attorney in real estate 

whose business client is the planning department, have refused to consider a single modification 

at our request and left us no choice but to pursue this de novo appeal. We respectfully request 

that the permit be modified to require a five-foot side setback along the north property line. 
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Permit Details Report

Report Date: 2/2/2023 3:18:34 PM
  
Application Number: 202111162462
Form Number: 3
Address(es): 2698 / 009B / 0 264 DIAMOND ST

Description:

RECONSTRUCT GARAGE LVL STORAGE AREA AT REAR OF BLDG, INFILL 49SF
AT GR LVL. INFILL 142SF AT (E) 1ST LVL MUD ROOM. RENOVATE & EXPAND
(E) KITCHEN & RELOCATE 1/2 BATH ON 1ST LVL. RECONSTRUCT (E) 2ND LVL
OFFICE WITH 32SF ADDED. CONSTRUCT NEW REAR DECK & STAIRS AT 1ST &
DECKS OVER INFILL SPACE AT 2ND FL.

Cost: $280,000.00
Occupancy Code: R-3
Building Use: 27 - 1 FAMILY DWELLING

Disposition / Stage:

Action Date Stage Comments
11/16/2021 TRIAGE  
11/16/2021 FILING  
11/16/2021 FILED  
1/20/2023 APPROVED  
1/20/2023 ISSUED  

Contact Details:
Contractor Details:

License Number: 756223
Name: SEAMUS R CUDDEN
Company Name: SEAMUS R CUDDEN
Address: 832 MADDUX DR * DALY CITY CA 94015-0000
Phone: 4156528269

Addenda Details:
Description:
SITE

Step Station Arrive Start In
Hold

Out
Hold Finish Checked By Hold Description

1 CPB 11/16/21 11/16/21 11/18/21 CHEUNG
DEREK

12/20 paper copy to pre-plan check
per NP - dc Electronic submission
BB# 474-190-535. 11/16/2021:
Emailed applicant, need SFUSD
forms, drawings sheet index does
not match sheet count, missing
architect stamp/signature on
drawings all pages. 11/17/2021:
Signed SFUSD Form received.
Pending updated drawings.
11/17/2021: Signed drawings
received. Filing invoice sent to
owner. 11/18/2021: Filing fee paid.
To PPC.

2 CP-ZOC 11/18/21 2/8/22 2/25/22 12/15/22 12/15/22 SACCHI
JOSEPH

12/15/22: Approved the addition of
a three story, horizontal rear
addition to existing three-story,
single-family home in RH-3 Zoning
District and 40-X Height and Bulk
District. Roof at second level to be
fire-rated, without 3' parpapet.
Ground floor includes new bath and
wetbar, okay per repeal of ZA
Bulletin 1 (Rooms Down); not to be
used as independent dwelling unit.
Reference Discretionary Review
Action Memo 802 (DRA-802) for
CPC action on permit. - JS
joseph.sacchi@sfgov.org 11/15/22:
DR filed in response to 311 notice.
CPC Hearing held on 11/10/22, DR
not taken, no modifications
required. Permit ready for Planning
approval when formal revisions
received in Bluebeam session. - JS
joseph.sacchi@sfgov.org 2/25/22:
Plan review comments issued in
Bluebeam and by email. - JS
joseph.sacchi@sfgov.org
6/15/22: Emailed the 311 cover
l ( ) / / il d h
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Contact SFGov Accessibility Policies
City and County of San Francisco © 2023

3 CP-NP 6/15/22 6/15/22 7/1/22 SACCHI
JOSEPH

letter. (JL) 7/1/22: Mailed the 311
notice on 7/13/22; expires on
8/12/22. (JL)

4 CP-DR 8/11/22 12/15/22 12/15/22 SACCHI
JOSEPH

12/15/22: See Discretionary Review
Action Memo 802 (DRA-802) for
reference. Planning Commission
considered project at 11/10/22
Hearing. Commission did not take
Discretionary Review requested in
Record No. 2021-011322DRP and
approved Building Permit
Application 202111162462. - JS
joseph.sacchi@sfgov.org

5 CP-ZOC 12/19/22 12/19/22 12/19/22 ASBAGH
CLAUDINE SIGNED FOR JOSEPH SACCHI

6 BLDG 12/21/22 1/18/23 1/18/23 LIANG KAREN approved OTC, site permit.

7 SFFD 1/18/23 1/18/23 1/18/23 ZIEGLER ERIK

1/18/23 Approved OTC by Ziegler
of SFFD. AB005/EG02 signed by
SFFD Lt. Kerry Mann. Plans
returned to applicant.

8 DPW-
BSM 12/21/22 12/21/22 12/21/22 DENNIS

RASSENDYLL

12.21.22 Approve. (Site) EPR- No
alteration or construction of City
Right-of-Way under this permit. -
RD

9 DPW-
BSM 1/18/23 1/18/23 1/18/23 CHOY

CLINTON

Approved SITE permit only
*revision at OTC* 1/18/23: No
alteration or reconstruction of City
Right-of-Way under this permit. -
CC

9 SFPUC 12/21/22 1/4/23 1/4/23 CHUNG DIANA
EPR - Capacity Charge not
applicable. Not enough additional
fixture. - 01/04/23.

10 SFPUC 1/18/23 1/18/23 1/18/23 ARRIOLA
LAURA

OTC - Capacity Charge not
applicable. Not enough additional
water fixtures/GPM. Plans and
permit resubmitted as a paper set
with additional pages. Return to
Permit Applicant - 01/18/2023

11 PPC 11/18/21 11/18/21 1/20/23 WU TIFFANY

1/20/23: To CPB. TW 1/18/23:
received from CV via AOR, to PPC
for QC; mml 12/21/22: Invite sent
to BLDG, BSM & PUC to start
electronic plan review; HP
11/18/21: Invite sent to applicant to
join BB session; HP 11/18/21:
Bluebeam session created, invite
sent to DCP to start electronic plan
review; HP

12 CPB 1/20/23 1/20/23 1/20/23 VICTORIO
CHRISTOPHER Issued to AoR KB in-hand, 1610 CV

This permit has been issued. For information pertaining to this permit, please call 628-652-3450.

 

Appointments:

Appointment
Date

Appointment
AM/PM

Appointment
Code

Appointment
Type Description Time

Slots

Inspections:

Activity Date Inspector Inspection Description Inspection Status

Special Inspections:

Addenda No. Completed Date Inspected By Inspection Code Description Remarks

For information, or to schedule an inspection, call 628-652-3400 between 8:30 am and 3:00 pm.

Station Code Descriptions and Phone Numbers

Online Permit and Complaint Tracking home page.

Technical Support for Online Services
If you need help or have a question about this service, please visit our FAQ area.

http://www6.sfgov.org/index.aspx?page=44
http://www6.sfgov.org/index.aspx?page=73
http://www6.sfgov.org/index.aspx?page=45
http://www.sfgov.org/
https://dbiweb.sfgov.org/dbipts/
http://dbiweb.sfgov.org/DBI_FAQ/DBI_FAQs.html


  

         BRIEF SUBMITTED BY THE APPELLANT(S) 



I. INTRODUCTION 

As adjacent neighbors at 258 Diamond Street, directly to the north of the subject property 

at 264 Diamond Street, we appeal Permit No. 202111162462 and ask for a small modification: a 

five-foot side setback to the rear addition along the north side of the property. Issuance of this 

permit is subject to de novo review.  

The proposed project will substantially impact light, air, and visual access to the mid-

block open space for at least six windows of our property, in violation of the Residential Design 

Guidelines (RDGs). Planning Staff agreed and recommended that the Commission take 

discretionary review and approve the project with a side setback, concluding that “[t]he 

Residential Design Guidelines … clearly illustrate conditions and responses similar to this 

situation.” However, after a hearing marred by procedural irregularities and due process 

violations, the Commission ultimately voted in a split decision not to take discretionary review 

and to approve the project. 

The project violates several sections of the RDGs, including that project sponsors must: 

• Maintain light to adjacent properties by providing adequate setbacks (p.5) 
• Ensure that the building respects the mid-block open space (p.5) 
• Set back upper floors to provide larger rear yard setbacks (p.26) 
• Notch the building at the rear or provide setbacks from side property lines (p.26) 
• Provide shared light wells to provide more light to both properties (p.16) 

 
We request a five-foot side setback to match the existing setback on our property. This small 

modification will bring the project into conformity with the RDGs, and mitigate (but not 

eliminate) the project’s impact to our light, air, and visual access to the mid-block open 

space. The requested modification will have little impact to the proposed rear addition, and the 

sponsors have not identified any structural, electrical, or mechanical impediment. As they have 

demonstrated by word and conduct throughout this process, they have refused our request for a 



5-foot setback simply because they don’t want it and they think they have the political influence 

to avoid it. 

In fact, the sponsors’ additional design modifications submitted after neighbor notice and the 

DR hearing incorporated a four-foot setback to the ground floor, but not the second floor. This 

leaves an awkward overhang on the second floor where we seek a setback and demonstrates how 

easy it would be to incorporate the same setback into the second-floor design. 

The Planner confirmed that setbacks “are common suggestions for projects of this type to 

comply with the RDGs.” 

Unfortunately the sponsors, one of whom is a San Francisco City Attorney who represents 

the planning department, have refused to consider a single modification at our request and left us 

no choice but to pursue this de novo appeal. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The sponsors’ proposed a rear addition would (1) infill a portion of the first floor; (2) 

widen the second floor rear all the way to the property lines on both sides; and (3) add additional 

square footage to a third-floor rear sun room. [Exhibit 1 (311 notice)]. The Planning Department 

initially requested a setback to bring the design into conformity with the RDGs. After a meeting 

with the staff architect, the Department confirmed the RDGs’ applicability, concluding “the 

massing of the expansion will need to be modified in some way to at least partially match the 

setback of the adjacent building and minimize the impact on the adjacent property.” (emphasis 

added). We agree, and that’s all we are requesting. 

After the project sponsors refused to address the Department’s setback requirement, the 

Department advised that the project could move to notice if the Department received an 

affirmative letter of support from the affected neighbor (us). We did not send such a letter. 



Senior staff then confirmed the need for modification and the Planner told the sponsors 

“[a]fter reviewing the project plans and contextual information, the Director of the Current 

Planning Division agreed that the original design comments are appropriate, and confirmed that 

advancing Planning’s review will require revisions responding to the design comments.” 

(emphasis added). The Planner added that “Planning’s design review is informed by a standard 

application of the Residential Design Guidelines, and the comments offered are common 

suggestions for projects of this type to comply with the RDGs.” 

The sponsors refused to incorporate a side setback. According to the Planner, “[a]t some 

point, the project got run up the chain” and a senior staffer “was looped in separately from my 

communication with the applicant.” Unfortunately, the public record provides no insight into the 

sponsors’ discussions with the senior staffer or the senior staffer’s instructions to the department. 

The Planner and Project Architect were cut out of the communications, and a Sunshine 

Ordinance request for documents from all relevant people did not reveal a single email, instant 

message, text message, call log entry, or other communication concerning this issue to or from 

the senior staffer. Ultimately, the senior staffer instructed her subordinates to allow the project to 

move to neighbor notification after the sponsors agreed to two other minor modifications. The 

senior staffer never asked for our perspective, nor were we aware of the modifications before 

receiving the notice. The Planner’s summary of communications leading to the discretionary 

review, including the quotations above, is attached as Exhibit 2 (Planner’s summary). 

We requested discretionary review because the project impacts our access to light, air, 

and visual access to the mid-block open space. [Exhibit 3 (DR application)]. Discretionary 

review was a last resort; on several occasions we expressed willingness to discuss and negotiate 

alternative solutions. Despite our many attempts, the project sponsors refused to consider a 



single one of our requested modifications. Even the in-house consultant of the sponsors’ lawyer 

thought we had a “good case.” [Exhibit 4 (Email from Deborah Holley)]. At one point their 

lawyer boasted that they were unwilling to negotiate because they “knew” they were going to 

prevail before the Planning Commission. Instead of working toward consensus, the sponsors 

gathered form letters from friendly neighbors, none of whose houses would suffer light, air, or 

mid-block open space impacts from the proposed modification. [Exhibit 5 (Sanborn Map)]. 

After hearing from both sides, Staff explained that the RDGs “clearly illustrate conditions 

and responses similar to this situation” and found that “there are exceptional and extraordinary 

circumstances.” Staff recommended “taking Discretionary Review and approving with 

modifications to articulate the building to minimize impacts to light and privacy and access to 

mid-block open space by providing a 3-foot side setback adjacent to the DR requestor." [Exhibit 

6 (Staff’s discretionary review analysis)]. 

At the hearing, neither staff nor the commissioners disclosed that one of the sponsors is a 

City Attorney who represents the San Francisco Planning Department. Although Department 

Staff were present at the hearing, the Staff Architect who managed the DR was not (although we 

did see him in the hallway), and the other staff members elected not to give the report. Instead, 

the senior staffer waited until after the parties’ arguments were completed to deliver remarks that 

attempted to repudiate the Department’s recommendation. By waiting until after the parties’ 

arguments, the senior staffer prevented us from responding to her comments, many of which 

were incorrect. One Commissioner lamented the Staff Architect’s absence, but our offer to 

continue the hearing was denied and after little debate the Commission voted 5-2 to deny 

discretionary review. 



After the hearing, the sponsors modified their project to expand the scope even further. 

Although the planning department rejected their attempt to build beyond the approved envelope, 

they added a full bath, a wet bar, and finished flooring on the ground floor. Most importantly, the 

post-hearing plan sets the finished space of the ground floor back from the north side property 

line by at least 4 feet. [Exhibit 7 (Recent ground floor modifications)]. The sponsors’ failure to 

include this in their original plans is telling; had they done so, Planning would have seen how 

easy it would be to incorporate that same side setback to the second floor. 

This appeal followed. 

III. ARGUMENT 

a. The project violates the residential design guidelines 

The RDGs explain that “[w]hen expanding a building into the rear yard, the impact of 

that expansion on light and privacy for abutting structures must be considered.” They further 

explain that “[r]ear yards provide open space for the residents to which they are attached, and 

that they collectively contribute to the mid-block open space that is visible to most residents of 

the block. This visual open space can be a significant community amenity.” 

In furtherance of those principles, the RDGs require that a project: 

• Maintain light to adjacent properties by providing adequate setbacks (p.5) 

• Ensure that the building respects the mid-block open space (p.5) 
 

The RDGs instruct the sponsors how to comply with these requirements: 

• Set back upper floors to provide larger rear yard setbacks (p.26) 

• Notch the building at the rear or provide setbacks from side property lines (p.26) 

• Provide shared light wells to provide more light to both properties (p.16) 
 

The RDGs’ drawings further illustrate the requirements: 

 

 



Despite requests to incorporate a side setback from the Planner, Project Architect, Project 

Lite Team, Senior Management, and the RDGs themselves, the sponsors refused. They insisted 

on a design that incorporates no side setback, notching, or shared lightwells on the second floor, 

and refused to consider any modifications at our request.  

As a result, the project will impact our light, air, and visual access to the mid-block open 

space from at least six windows, which can be seen from these exterior images: 

 

These windows are a major source of direct and indirect sunlight for our house. All but the 

garden level window have direct visual access to the mid-block open space which will be 

reduced by the project, and the garden level window would suffer the most substantial impact 

with respect to light and air. While we recognize that all construction will have impact and are 

not trying to stop the project, the effect can be mitigated by the requested 5-foot setback. 

 Bedroom  

Kitchen 

Garden level  
(not shown on 311 notice) 

 Office  

 Kitchen 

  Bedroom 
  Bathroom 



The proposal’s impact on our sightlines into the mid-block open space are undeniable. 

Below are photographs taken from each of the affected windows (impact depicted in red):  

kitchen window office window 

bedroom window  
bathroom window  

garden level window 

Office (above) & bathroom 
(below) windows receive 

direct sunlight 

Window receives 
substantial direct sunlight 

Direct and indirect 
sunlight (no view) 



The sponsors have never disputed the accuracy of any of these depictions. 

Instead of disputing the RDGs’ clear application, the sponsors have argued that they do 

not need to follow the RDGs because they could have proposed a larger project under the letter 

of the building code. But their hypothetical argument about the size of the project they might 

have proposed is irrelevant to the question of whether their current proposal complies with the 

RDGs. It does not. As the Planner informed the sponsors on March 3, “[i]n some cases, design 

modifications are required to meet the RDGs, even when the design complies with the Planning 

Code…” Similarly, the sponsors’ argument that “there is no right to a view” wrongly conflates a 

public view (which is not protected), with visual access to the mid-block open space, which must 

be considered under the RDGs. Last, the sponsors contend that two other small modifications 

made at Planning’s demand obviate the need to comply with the RDGs outlined above. But those 

modifications addressed two other RDGs that the original design violated, and were not made at 

our request or with our knowledge. Regardless, solving two problems the Planning Department 

found with the sponsors’ design does not give them a free pass to ignore the other RDGs. 

Finally, the sponsors point to a shadow study, which they falsely claim shows “de 

minimis” impact on our property’s access to light and air. To the contrary, the shadow study is 

fatally flawed because it does not depict the garden level window, which would be greatly 

impacted, and does not purport to measure the impact on the third floor office and bedroom. 

Even so, the study proves our point by showing an impact to the second floor kitchen and 

bathroom windows for at least nine months of the year. Shadow study aside, the project would 

have a material impact on direct and indirect sunlight, as demonstrated in the attached photos 

taken from the kitchen window. [Exhibit 8 (Direct sunlight photos since Nov. 10 hearing)]. 

Accordingly, the project continues to violate the RDGs and should be modified. 



b. The requested side setback is common for this situation 

The Department’s discretionary review analysis recognized that the RDGs “clearly 

illustrate conditions and responses similar to these situations.” As discussed above, those 

responses include setting back the upper floors. The Planner confirmed that its design review – 

which resulted in a recommended side setback – “is informed by a standard application of the 

Residential Design Guidelines, and the comments offered are common suggestions for projects 

of this type to comply with the RDGs.” 

Planning has recently made similar requests in other matters. [Exhibit 9 (Examples of 

Planning’s recent side setback requests]. Three examples prove this point. At 2230-2232 

Washington St., the Department recommended “several modifications to conform with the 

Residential Design Guidelines” including “a 7’6” side setback at the east” and “providing a 5’ 

side setback from the west property line…” At 46 Homestead St., the Department recommended 

“a 3’ side setback for 75% of the length to match the south neighbor’s light well.” And at 3624-

3626 Scott St., the Department recommended that the sponsors “[s]et the second-floor deck and 

guardrail and parapet wall back five feet from the north property line.” The Planning 

Commission did not vote to overrule staff’s recommendations in any of those instances. 

This precedent, along with staff’s comments, establishes that the requested setback is 

both “common” and “clearly” appropriate to bring a project into conformity with the RDGs. 

c. The sponsors have identified no impediments to the requested setback 

The sponsors have identified no structural, electrical, or mechanical reason that would 

prohibit them from implementing the side setback. Moreover, their final design for new habitable 

space at the ground floor – submitted for the first time after neighbor notice and the DR hearing 

– incorporates a side setback of at least 4 feet at the ground level directly underneath the 49 



square feet at the second floor that is the subject of our request. The sponsors always intended to 

include this because they (1) incorporated several windows and a glass double door for their 

proposed “storage” space on the ground floor; and (2) designed a second door just next to the 

double door that would enter the same room.  Yet they withheld this plan because it establishes 

that a second floor side-setback could easily be incorporated into their design.  

Instead of any convincing explanation for refusing the second floor setback, the sponsors 

cite the need for some amorphous “clear, comfortable, rational path of travel through the house.” 

Both city architects who reviewed this project disagreed and recommended a side setback 

notwithstanding the sponsors’ arguments. Moreover, a quick search revealed numerous examples 

of similar floorplans in which side setbacks are part of the design. [Exhibit 10 (Summary of 

similar floorplans with side setback). For example, 4576 19th Street has an almost identical 

floorplan, and incorporates rear setbacks on both sides of the property: 

4576 19th Street 

 

 

Subject Property 

 

Side setback 
Requested 
setback 



 

In fact, the entire block on 19th Street provides striking examples of houses of similar 

construction, which incorporate matching side setbacks in the rear. [Exhibit 11 (19th St. photos)]. 

 The sponsors have raised a host of other arguments, none of which is convincing. For 

example, their vague reference to a side-setback’s alleged privacy impacts on their property 

ignores that their current proposal incorporates three stories of large windows and an all-glass 

double door with direct sightlines from several houses on the other side of the mid-block open 

space. Similarly, their argument that the setback “will be a trap for debris and could result in 

raccoon, pigeon and other animals/rodents nesting and congregating there” that “could possibly 

result in an unsightly view for our neighbors” ignores that (1) hundreds of properties in the city 

have side setbacks without any such problems; (2) the property’s current condition incorporates a 

larger setback without any such problems; and (3) the sponsors could mitigate this supposed 

concern with responsible property ownership. And the sponsors’ attempt to minimize their 

project’s benefits to them even with a side-setback discounts the current square footage they will 

be converting into far more useful space, and minimizes the 32 additional square feet they will 

add on the third floor, a new 150-square-foot deck, and the new finished space at the ground 

level, complete with hardwood flooring, a full bath, and a wet bar. 

 The sponsors should have incorporated a side setback in their design to begin with. Their 

post-notice/post-hearing modifications confirm this. None of their arguments identifies any 

burden in doing so now. 

d. The Planning Department hearing was procedurally flawed 

The Appeal Board’s review of this permit is de novo, but the many procedural violations 

at the Planning Commission hearing underscore why its decision must be revisited. First, the 



Commission’s rules for discretionary review hearings call for staff’s presentation of its analysis 

first, followed by the parties’ arguments and public comment. At our hearing, however, staff did 

not present its analysis. Instead, a single senior staffer who had never communicated with us and 

apparently disagreed with the Department’s recommendation waited until after our argument to 

upend the Department’s recommendation so that we had no opportunity to contest her position or 

correct her errors. This procedural failure was a due process violation: it deprived us of the 

opportunity to respond to the staffer’s comments, many of which were misinformed or incorrect. 

Further, despite the fact that one of the sponsors is a San Francisco City Attorney whose 

business client is the Planning Department, neither staff nor the commissioners made any 

disclosures or recusals. Although we cannot be certain why the senior staffer decided to opine on 

the Department’s recommendation in a way that was calculated to prevent any meaningful 

discussion of the issues on a matter that she described as “small,” the sponsor’s position and 

relationships with the Department should not be overlooked. The Appeal Board’s de novo 

oversight exists for precisely these types of circumstances. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We respectfully request that the permit be modified to include a five-foot side setback along 

the north side of the property. 

 

 

Gabe Zeldin and Caroline Simonds, 
Appellants 
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  For more information  
了解更多信息   Para más información   Para sa karagdagang impormasyon        

sfplanning.org/notices 
 

Notice of an application for 

Rear Addition 
Project Location & Details: 

264 DIAMOND ST 

Building Permit Application No.  202111162462 
Block/Lot No. 2698 / 009B 
Zoning District:  RH-3 - RESIDENTIAL-HOUSE, THREE 
FAMILY 
 
The Project at 264 DIAMOND ST proposes to modify the 
existing building with a Rear Addition. 

 
Applicant:   Kyle Brunel 
415-699-5953 | kyle@pencilboxarchitects.com 

City Planner:   Joseph Sacchi             
628-652-7308 | Joseph.Sacchi@sfgov.org 

 
Project Features Existing Proposed 

Building Use Residential No Change 

Building Height 30 feet No Change 

Dwelling Units 1 No Change 
 

 

You are not 
required to take 
any action. 

If you believe there are exceptional circumstances, you may request a 
public hearing for Discretionary Review by the response deadline. 

For information on how to request a public hearing please contact the City 
Planner or visit sfplanning.org/resource/drp-application. 

中文:   
該專案位於264 DIAMOND ST提
議修改現有的建築，在後面添加
。有關此通知的中文信息，請於
以下截止日期前致電
628.657.7550，並提供項目地址
及項目編號。 

Español:   
El proyecto en 264 DIAMOND ST 
propone modificar el edificio existente 
con un agregado posterior. Para 
información sobre esta notificación en 
español, favor de llamar al 628.657.7550 
antes de la fecha límite listada abajo, y 
mencione la dirección y número de 
proyecto. 

Filipino:   
Iminumungkahi ng proyektong nasa 264 
DIAMOND ST na baguhin ang nariyan nang 
gusali sa pamamagitan ng Dagdag sa Likuran 
(Rear Addition). Para sa impormasyon tungkol 
dito sa abiso sa Filipino, pakitawagan ang 
628.657.7550 sa petsa ng deadline na 
nakalista sa ibaba, at banggitin ang address 
ng proyekto at ang numero ng record. 

 

Response Deadline:  8/12/22 Record No.  2021-011322PRJ 
 

 

Subject Property 

N 



 
General Information About Procedures During COVID-19 Shelter-In-Place Order 

  For more information  
了解更多信息   Para más información   Para sa karagdagang impormasyon        

sfplanning.org/notices 
 

Reduced copies of the proposed project plans have been 
included in this mailing for your information. If you have 
questions about the plans, please contact the project 
Applicant listed on the front of this notice. You may wish 
to discuss the plans with your neighbors or neighborhood 
association, as they may already be aware of the project. 
If you have specific questions about the proposed project, 
you should contact the planner listed on the front of this 
notice. If you have general questions about the Planning 
Department’s review process, contact the Planning 
counter at the Permit Center via email at pic@sfgov.org. 
 
If you believe that the impact on you from the proposed 
project is significant and you wish to seek to change the 
project, there are several procedures you may use. We 
strongly urge that steps 1 and 2 be taken. 
 
1. Contact the project Applicant to get more information 

and to discuss the project's impact on you. 
2. Contact the nonprofit organization Community 

Boards at (415) 920-3820, or online at 
www.communityboards.org for a facilitated. 
Community Boards acts as a neutral third party and 
has, on many occasions, helped reach mutually 
agreeable solutions.  

3. Where you have attempted, through the use of the 
above steps or other means, to address potential 
problems without success, please contact the planner 
listed on the front of this notice to discuss your 
concerns. 
 

If, after exhausting the procedures outlined above, you 
still believe that exceptional and extraordinary 
circumstances exist, you have the option to request that 
the Planning Commission exercise its discretionary 
powers to review the project. These powers are reserved 
for use in exceptional and extraordinary circumstances for 
projects that conflict with the City's General Plan and the 
Priority Policies of the Planning Code; therefore the 
Commission exercises its discretion with utmost restraint. 
This procedure is called Discretionary Review (“DR”). If 
you believe the project warrants Discretionary Review by 
the Planning Commission, you must file a DR 
Application prior to the Expiration Date shown on the 
front of this notice. 
  
To file a DR Application, you must: 

1. Complete the Discretionary Review PDF 
application (https://sfplanning.org/resource/drp-
application) and email the completed PDF 
application to CPC.Intake@sfgov.org by the 
expiration date listed on the front of this notice. 
You will receive follow-up instructions via email on 

how - and by when - to post payment for the DR 
Application. 
 

To determine the fee for a Discretionary Review, please 
refer to the Planning Department Fee Schedule available 
at www.sfplanning.org. If the project includes multiple 
building permits, i.e. demolition and new construction, a 
separate request for Discretionary Review must be 
submitted, with all required materials and fee, for each 
permit that you feel will have an impact on you. 
Incomplete applications will not be accepted. 
 
If no Discretionary Review Applications have been filed 
within the Notification Period, the Planning Department 
will approve the application and forward it to the 
Department of Building Inspection for its review. 
 
BOARD OF APPEALS 
An appeal of the Planning Commission’s decision on a 
Discretionary Review case may be made to the Board of 
Appeals within 15 calendar days after the building 
permit is issued (or denied) by the Department of 
Building Inspection. The Board of Appeals is accepting 
appeals via e-mail. For further information about appeals 
to the Board of Appeals, including current fees, contact 
the Board of Appeals at (628) 652-1150. 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 
This project has undergone preliminary review pursuant 
to California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). If, as part 
of this process, the Department’s Environmental Review 
Officer has deemed this project to be exempt from further 
environmental review, an exemption determination will be 
prepared and can be obtained through the Exemption 
Map at www.sfplanning.org prior to the approval action. 
An appeal of the decision to exempt the proposed 
project from CEQA may be made to the Board of 
Supervisors within 30 calendar days after the project 
approval action identified on the determination. The 
procedures for filing an appeal of an exemption 
determination are available from the Board of Supervisors 
at bos.legislation@sfgov.org, or by calling (415) 554-
5184.  
 
Under CEQA, in a later court challenge, a litigant may be 
limited to raising only those issues previously raised at a 
hearing on the project or in written correspondence 
delivered to the Board of Supervisors, Planning 
Commission, Planning Department or other City board, 
commission or department at, or prior to, such hearing, or 
as part of the appeal hearing process on the CEQA 
decision.

 

mailto:pic@sfgov.org
http://www.communityboards.org/
https://sfplanning.org/resource/drp-application
https://sfplanning.org/resource/drp-application
mailto:CPC.Intake@sfgov.org
http://www.sfplanning.org/
mailto:alec.longaway@sfgov.org
http://www.sfplanning.org/
mailto:bos.legislation@sfgov.org
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PROPOSED CHANGES TO EXISTING RESIDENCE INCLUDING:

1. RECONSTRUCT GARAGE LEVEL STORAGE AREA AT REAR OF BUILDING, INFILL 49 SF AT GROUND LEVEL
2. INFILL 142 SF AT EXISTING FIRST (MAIN) LEVEL MUD ROOM
3. RENOVATE & EXPAND EXISTING KITCHEN & RELOCATE FULL BATH ON FIRST (MAIN) LEVEL
4. RECONSTRUCT EXISTING SECOND (UPPER) LEVEL OFFICE WITH 32 SF ADDED FOOTPRINT
5. CONSTRUCT NEW 150 SF REAR DECK AND EXTERIOR STAIR AT FIRST (MAIN) FLOOR.

OWNER:
HEIDI GEWERT= & BETS< BA<HA
2�4 DIAMOND STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114
TEL 415.��0.��00
KJHZHUW]#\DKRR.FRP

ARCHITECT:
K<LE BRUNEL, AIA LEED AP BD�C
PENCIL BOX ARCHITECTS, INC.
23� CLARA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA  9410� 
F 415.�99.5953
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GENERAL CONTRACTOR:
TBD
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From: Winslow, David (CPC)
To: Sacchi, Joseph (CPC)
Subject: RE: 264 Diamond St - Plan Review Summary and Timeline
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 4:31:00 PM

thank you Joe.
 
David Winslow 
Principal Architect
Design Review | Current Planning
San Francisco Planning Department
49 South Van Ness, Suite 1400 | San Francisco, California, 94103
T: (628) 652-7335
 
 

From: Sacchi, Joseph (CPC) <joseph.sacchi@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 3:34 PM
To: Winslow, David (CPC) <david.winslow@sfgov.org>
Subject: 264 Diamond St - Plan Review Summary and Timeline
 
Hey David,
 
See below for a basic summary and timeline of the plan review history, and excerpts from my
communication with the project application for 264 Diamond St. This may be more information than
you need, but thought it could be helpful to collect it one place. I can also provide copies of the
referenced email chains if you’d like.
 
Basic Summary: After Planning’s issuance of the original design comments, the project sponsor
requested a meeting with me and a staff architect (Trent G). At the meeting, Planning indicated that
the project could move forward to the notice period if both the scope were amended to eliminate
the parapet through the use of a fire-rated roof and the affected neighbor provided an affirmative
letter of support. When the neighbor declined to provide a letter of support, we returned to the
originally issued design comments requesting that the expanded building area be set back from the
side property line, with this guidance supported by the Policy Lite team. After continued back and
forth, Liz agreed that the project could proceed to neighborhood notice without a letter of support
from the neighboring property owner, but we retained the condition that a fire-rated roof be used.
After receiving updated drawings incorporating the fire rated roof and some windows removed to
address privacy concerns, the project went out for notice and was subsequently DRed.
 

2/25/22 – Issued plan review and RDG comments (copied below)
Residential Design Guidelines Comments

In order to reduce impacts on the northern adjacent property's access to light:
Sculpt the massing of the second floor extension to set back three feet
from the side property line to avoid triggering the need for a solid firewall.
Alternatively, adjust so that the second floor extension does not extend
further than 5 feet from adjacent property's rear wall and partially match

mailto:david.winslow@sfgov.org
mailto:joseph.sacchi@sfgov.org


the adjacent property’s notched area.
 

3/3/22 – Spoke with project architect (Kyle Brunel) by phone about the RDG comments. Left
conversation saying I would schedule time with staff architect to review.

 
3/11/22 – After meeting with Trent, confirmed the applicability of the RDG comments, and
sent following message:

Thank you for following up. I was able to review the project with a staff architect, and
they affirmed the general applicability of the previously issued design comments.
Although the specific changes proposed are suggested as typical means of meeting the
Residential Design Guidelines, we are open to evaluating alternative proposals.
However, the massing of the expansion will need to be modified in some way to at least
partially match the setback of the adjacent building and minimize the impact on the
adjacent property.

 
The Residential Design Guidelines apply universally to the construction and alteration
of residential buildings in Residential zoning districts, as required by Section 311 of
the Planning Code. While other portions of the Planning Code provide objective
standards that define a lot’s buildable area (e.g. rear yard setback), the RDGs guide
Planning’s review of a project’s compatibility with the design of nearby buildings.
 
In this case, the portion of the expansion along the southern property line adjoins a
blank wall on the neighboring building and therefore no articulation of the proposed
expansion is required on this side. However, the neighboring building to the north is
partially set back from the side property line, with glazing on both building walls that
face the open area. The design of the expansion on this side will need to be modified
to match the existing development pattern and minimize impacts on the adjacent
property.
 
I’d be glad to set up a call including a staff architect to discuss the project. It would
be most productive if the project team had at least preliminary alternative designs
for consideration, but Planning can also provide more directed guidance to inform
possible approaches to meeting the RDGs. Please let me know a target timeframe for
scheduling the call and I can provide some potential appointment times.

 
3/21/22 – Call with project team (owner, architect), Trent G, and myself. Trent advised that
the project could move to notice if a fire rated roof were used (eliminating the need for a 3’
parapet) and we received an affirmative letter of support from the affected neighbor.

 
3/30/22 – Spoke to neighbor by phone about the project, Planning’s design comments, and
the context of the request for a letter of support.

 
4/11/22 – Neighbor confirmed that they would not provide a letter of support

 
4/13/22 – Property owner emailed to request a call to discuss paths for moving the project



forward. I replied that “next steps would involve preparing revisions responding to the original
RDG comments. While the specific comments offered are standard suggestions, you may
forward alternative ideas or conceptual drawings for consideration prior to preparing full
revisions. When we have different potential project designs to respond to, we can set up a call
to review and discuss further if needed.” Property owner continued to push back on need to
comply with RDGs and requested another meeting. After reviewing with Natalia, I scheduled
the project to be considered by the Policy Lite team, and informed the applicant that I would
bring the project to senior management for consideration.

 
4/18/22 – Policy Lite meeting with senior management. Senior management confirmed the
original RDG comments apply. Sent message below to project sponsor on 4/19/22:

I am writing to follow up on my meeting with the Current Planning Division’s senior
management team regarding potential paths forward for the project. After reviewing
the project plans and contextual information, the Director of the Current Planning
Division agreed that the original design comments are appropriate, and confirmed that
advancing Planning’s review will require revisions responding to the design comments
(outlined below). Although I appreciate your thoughtful analyses, Planning’s design
review is informed by a standard application of the Residential Design Guidelines, and
the comments offered are common suggestions for projects of this type to comply with
the RDGs.

 
If you believe the changes requested by the Department are unwarranted, you do
have the option of applying for a Mandatory Discretionary Review hearing, where the
Planning Commission will approve, disapprove, or require modifications to the
project. The Commission will make its decision based on the staff analysis, materials
submitted by the permit applicant and other interested parties, as well as testimony
at the Commission hearing.  Please note, this process would add time and expense to
the review process; for reference, it can take up to 12 weeks to schedule a hearing
date once a DR is requested, and the fee for a mandatory DR is $4,692. Additionally,
the principal architect who handles all Discretionary Review applications for the
Department communicated his judgment that the Commission is unlikely to
disagree with the Department’s analysis in this case.
 
See Planning’s design comments below, including illustrations with the hatched area
representing the required mass reduction of the expansion.
 
Option 1: Set the expansion in three feet from the shared property to avoid triggering
the need for a solid firewall.



 
 
Option 2: Alternatively, the expansion may project up to 5 feet along the shared
property line – measured from the neighboring building wall - and then be set in five
feet from the property line from that point.



 
4/22/22 – Project sponsor replied requesting another meeting with Trent and me. Trent
informed me separately that he did not have anything else to add since we had provided
explicit direction, and there were no alternatives to consider. Scheduled a meeting with
Natalia and myself instead.

 
5/10/22 – Call with project team, Natalia, and me. Natalia provided another overview of the
RDGs and the intent behind the design comments, but project team shared a new shadow
analysis and various other points why they felt the project did not require modification. Left
the call saying that we would review again with staff architect.

 
5/20/22 – At some point, the project got run up the chain and Liz was looped in separately
from my communication with the applicant. Based on a conversation with Liz,  I informed the
project that Planning agreed that the project could proceed to neighborhood notice without a
letter of support from the neighboring property owner, but retained the condition that a fire-
rated roof be used. They replied pushing back against the need for a fire rated roof, but they
connected with Liz by phone and afterward agreed to Planning’s request. They also removed
some windows on the third floor that would have had a privacy impact.

 
7/13/22 – Project goes out for neighborhood notice

 



8/11/22 – DR is filed by neighbor
 
 

Joseph Sacchi, Planner
Flex Team, Current Planning Division
San Francisco Planning
49 South Van Ness Avenue, Suite 1400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 628.652.7308 | sfplanning.org
San Francisco Property Information Map
 

file:////c/sfplanning.org
https://sfplanninggis.org/pim/
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V. 04.01.2021  SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENTPAGE 1  |  PLANNING APPLICATION - DISCRETIONARY REVIEW PUBLIC

DISCRETIONARY REVIEW PUBLIC (DRP) 
APPLICATION PACKET

Pursuant to Planning Code Section 311, the Planning Commission may exercise its power of Discretionary 
Review over a building permit application. 

For questions, you can call the Planning counter at 628.652.7300 or email pic@sfgov.org where planners are 
able to assist you.

Please read the Discretionary Review Informational Packet carefully before the application form is completed.

WHAT TO SUBMIT: 
 ! Two (2) complete applications signed.

 ! A Letter of Authorization from the DR requestor 
giving you permission to communicate with 
the Planning Department on their behalf, if 
applicable.

 ! Photographs or plans that illustrate your 
concerns.

 ! Related covenants or deed restrictions (if any).

 ! A digital copy (CD or USB drive) of the above 
materials (optional).

 ! Payment via check, money order or debit/credit 
for the total fee amount for this application. (See 
Fee Schedule).

HOW TO SUBMIT: 
�.$��-0*�4 'ݦ�*�- /$*)�-4�� 1$ 2��0�'$���++'$��/$*)я�
please email the completed application to  
cpc.intake@sfgov.org.

Español: Si desea ayuda sobre cómo llenar esta solicitud 
en español, por favor llame al 628.652.7550. Tenga en 
�0 )/��,0 � '�� +�-/�( )/*�� ��'��ݦ$(��$Ţ)�- ,0 -$-ù�
�'�( )*.�0)��ļ��#ù�$'�+�-��- .+*)� -ю

୰ᩥ��ዴᯝᝍᕼᮃ⋓ᚓ⏝୰ᩥሸᑃ㏺௷⏦ㄳ⾲ⓗᖳ
ຓ㸪ㄳ⮴㟁628.652.7550ࠋㄳὀព㸪つ㒊㛛㟂せ⮳ᑡ
୍ಶᕤస᪥ᅇ᠕ࠋ

Filipino: Kung gusto mo ng tulong sa pagkumpleto 
ng application na ito sa Filipino, paki tawagan ang 
628.652.7550. Paki tandaan na mangangailangan ang 
Planning Department ng hindi kukulangin sa isang araw 
na pantrabaho para makasagot. 

4 9 S o ut h Va n Nes s Av enu e, S u ite 14 0 0
Sa n F r a n c i s co, C A   941 03
www.sfplan n i ng.org

mailto:pic%40sfgov.org?subject=
https://sfplanning.org/resource/drp-application
https://sfplanning.org/resource/fee-schedule-applications
https://sfplanning.org/resource/fee-schedule-applications
mailto:cpc.intake%40sfgov.org?subject=
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DISCRETIONARY REVIEW PUBLIC (DRP) 

PROJECT APPLICATION RECORD NUMBER (PRJ)

Discretionary Review Requestor’s Information

Name: 

Address: 

Email Address: 

Telephone: 

Please Select Billing Contact:                            Applicant   Other (see below for details)

Name:  _________________________  Email:  _______________________________ Phone:  ____________________

Information on the Owner of the Property Being Developed

Name:   

Company/Organization: 

Address: 

Email Address: 

Telephone: 

Property Information and Related Applications
Project Address: 

Block/Lot(s): 

Building Permit Application No(s): 

APPLICATION

ACTIONS PRIOR TO A DISCRETIONARY REVIEW REQUEST

PRIOR ACTION YES NO

Have you discussed this project with the permit applicant?

Did you discuss the project with the Planning Department permit review planner?

Did you participate in outside mediation on this case? (including Community Boards)
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Changes Made to the Project as a Result of Mediation.

!�4*0�#�1 ��$.�0.. ��/# �+-*% �/�2$/#�/# ��++'$��)/я�+'�))$)"�./�Ȃ�*-�"*) �/#-*0"#�( �$�/$*)я�+' �. �.0((�-$5 �/# �
result, including any changes that were made to the proposed project.

DISCRETIONARY REVIEW REQUEST
I)�/# �.+�� �� '*2��)��*)�. + -�/ �+�+ -я�$!�) � ..�-4я�+' �. �+- . )/�!��/.�.0Ȃ$�$ )/�/*��).2 -� ��#�,0 ./$*)ю

1. What are the reasons for requesting Discretionary Review?  The project meets the standards of the Planning 
Code and the Residential Design Guidelines.  What are the exceptional and extraordinary circumstances 
/#�/�%0./$!4��$.�- /$*)�-4�� 1$ 2�*!�/# �+-*% �/ѕ��	*2��* .�/# �+-*% �/���$ݧ(*/4/$�� #/�#/�2$њ.�� ) -�'��'�)�
*-�/# ��'�))$)"��*� њ.��-$*-$/4��*'$�$ .�*-�� .$� )/$�'�� .$")��0$� '$) .ѕ���' �. �� �.+ ��ݦ$��)��.$/ �.+ ��ݦ$�
sections of the Residential Design Guidelines.

2. The Residential Design Guidelines assume some impacts to be reasonable and expected as part of 
construction.  Please explain how this project would cause unreasonable impacts.  If you believe your 
+-*+ -/4я�/# �+-*+ -/4�*!�*/# -.�*-�/# �) $"#�*-#**��2*0'��� �0)- �.*)��'4��Ȃ �/ �я�+' �. �./�/ �2#*�2*0'��
� ��Ȃ �/ �я��)��#*2ю

3. What alternatives or changes to the proposed project, beyond the changes (if any) already made would 
- .+*)��/*�/# � 3� +/$*)�'��)�� 3/-�*-�$)�-4��$-�0(./�)� .��)��- �0� �/# ���1 -. � Ȃ �/.�)*/ ����*1 �$)�
question #1?
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DISCRETIONARY REVIEW REQUESTOR’S AFFIDAVIT
Under penalty of perjury the following declarations are made:

a) The undersigned is the DR requestor or their authorized representation.

_______________________________________________________  ________________________________________
Signature         Name (Printed)

___________________________   ___________________   ________________________________________
Relationship to Requestor    Phone    Email
(i.e. Attorney, Architect, etc.)

For Department Use Only

Application received by Planning Department:

By:           Date:       



264 Diamond Street (Rear Addition), BPA No. 202111162462 
 
Discretionary Review Request 
 
Changes Made to the Project as a Result of Mediation. 
If you have discussed the project with the applicant, planning staff or gone through 
mediation, please summarize the result, including any changes that were made to the 
proposed project. 
 
We live in the neighboring property, directly to the north of the project site.  Our property is 
directly impacted by the proposal. 
 
We discussed the project with the applicant numerous times expressing concern regarding 
light and visual access to the mid-block open space, as detailed below.  No changes were 
made to the project in response to our concerns.  Two modifications were made at the 
Planning Department’s request, without our involvement.  
 
Summary of Select Project Discussions with Sponsors 
 

• March 26: First meeting with Sponsors (at their property).  Discussed details of the 
proposal and effect on our property. 

 
• March 30: First discussion with Mr. Sacchi at the Department.  He explained that the 

Departments design comments included (1) lowering the parapet; and (2) implementing 
a side setback. 

 
• April 2: Second meeting with Sponsors (at our property).  Discussed our concerns 

including substantial impact on light and visual access to the mid-block open space, 
and viewed project’s impact through affected windows. 

 
• April 8: We communicated our decision not to write a letter of support, and offered to 

consider any other proposals and continue a dialogue. 
 

• April 10: Sponsors responded “We believe that further discussion is not needed at this 
time.” 
 

• August 10: Final email to Sponsors proposing 5’ setback (a reduction of less than 49 
square feet) and attempting to avoid DR. 
 

• August 11: Response from Sponsors rejecting our proposal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1. What are the reasons for requesting Discretionary Review? The project meets the 
standards of the Planning Code and the Residential Design Guidelines. What are the 
exceptional and extraordinary circumstances that justify Discretionary Review of the 
project? How does the project conflict with the City’s General Plan or the Planning 
Code’s Priority Policies or Residential Design Guidelines? Please be specific and site 
specific sections of the Residential Design Guidelines. 

 
The project does not meet the standards in the Residential Design Guidelines for light, air, and 
visual access to the mid-block open space because: 
 

A. It does not “maintain light to adjacent properties by providing adequate setbacks” 
B. It does not use “shared light wells to provide more light to both properties” 
C. It does not “ensure that the building respects the mid-block open space” 
D. Planning correctly identified these concerns in its initial comments 

 
A. The project does not maintain light to adjacent properties by providing adequate setbacks 
 

Planning Guidelines 264 Implications 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



B. The Project Does Not Use Shared Lightwells 
 

Planning Guidelines 264 Implications 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



C. The Project Does Not Respect The Mid-Block Open Space 
 

Planning Guidelines 264 Implications 
 

 
                
                       * * *  

 
 
                       * * *  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
D. Planning Correctly Identified These Concerns In Requesting a Side Setback Or A Rear 

Shortening 
 

Planning’s initial comments on the design correctly identified impacts on our property, and 
reasonable modifications to reduce the project’s burden.  Those should be implemented. 

 

 
 
  



2. The Residential Design Guidelines assume some impacts to be reasonable and 
expected as part of construction. Please explain how this project would cause 
unreasonable impacts. If you believe your property, the property of others or the 
neighborhood would be unreasonably affected, please state who would be affected, and 
how. 
 
The proposal would unreasonably affect our light and visual access to the mid-block open 
space, which the Guidelines describe as “a significant community amenity.”  The project 
impacts at least six of our windows: 

 
 
 
These windows are all a major source of direct and indirect sunlight for our house.  All but the 
playroom have direct visual access to the mid-block open space which will be impacted by the 
project, and the playroom would suffer substantial impact with respect to light and air. While 
we recognize that all construction will have impact and are not trying to stop the project, the 
effect can mitigated by the requested 5-foot setback. 
 
See below for photos demonstrating the proposal’s effect on our visual access to the mid-
block open space and sunlight.  The sightlines extend even further in the fall and winter, when 
the deciduous trees have lost their leaves. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



3. What alternatives or changes to the proposed project, beyond the changes (if any) 
already made would respond to the exceptional and extraordinary circumstances and 
reduce the adverse effects noted above in question #1? 
 

• A second-floor setback from the side property line of 5 feet to match adjacent setback 
at our property 

 
We believe a second-floor setback from the side property line would maintain our visual access 
to the mid-block open space, and help mitigate the project’s impact on our access to light and 
air.  The requested setback matches the side setback on our property and would better bring 
the project in line with the Guidelines (see question 1). 
 
As described above in question 2, the modification would not eliminate the project’s impact on 
our property but would go a long way to reduce it which would be a substantial benefit for our 
property.  By contrast, the requested modification will have little impact on the project as 
a whole – less than 49 square feet total (5’ x 9’8”).  The affected area is open space; the 
plans show no plumbing, electrical, or other facilities that would complicate the design 
modifications and the Sponsors have not identified any to us.  The project would retain the 
intended benefits of an open-concept kitchen, indoor-outdoor space with the new deck, a 
relocated powder room, an expanded garage storage area, and an expanded third-floor office.  
And the cost-effective modification may even save money by eliminating the need for a fire-
rated roof. 

 



 
Regrettably, the Sponsors have been unwilling to propose or consider any modifications to 
their original design in consultation with us or at our request – the only changes to their design 
were made in response to the Department’s comments and without our involvement.  We 
respectfully request implementation of a modest 5-foot side setback. 
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10/24/22, 1:01 PMGmail - Re: San Francisco Planning Dispute

Page 1 of 5https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=1f3b7be1fe&view=pt&search=a…-f%3A1740450113319181652&simpl=msg-f%3A1740450113319181652&mb=1

Gabe Zeldin <gabezeldin@gmail.com>

Re: San Francisco Planning Dispute
1 message

Deborah Holley <deborah@holleyconsulting.com> Sat, Aug 6, 2022 at 2:49 PM
To: Gabe Zeldin <gabezeldin@gmail.com>
Cc: Carrie Simonds <carrie.simonds@gmail.com>

Hi Gabe,
Thank you for letting me know.  
Good luck with the process.  You have a good case. 
Best,
Deborah 

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Gabe Zeldin <gabezeldin@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, August 6, 2022 11:37:02 AM
To: Deborah Holley <deborah@holleyconsulting.com>
Cc: Carrie Simonds <carrie.simonds@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: San Francisco Planning Dispute
 
Deborah:

Thank you again for speaking with me last week and for your follow up email.  We wanted to let you know that we
decided to move forward with a different consultant.  We appreciate your time and will keep you in mind for any friends
who find themselves in similar circumstances.

Best,

Gabe

On Wed, Aug 3, 2022 at 2:53 PM Deborah Holley <deborah@holleyconsulting.com> wrote:

Hi Gabe,

It was nice to meet you over Zoom yesterday.

Please let me know if you have any questions or would like to speak with any of my past clients.

Best,

Deborah 

Holley Consulting

www.Holleyconsulting.com

deborah@holleyconsulting.com 

https://aka.ms/o0ukef
mailto:gabezeldin@gmail.com
mailto:deborah@holleyconsulting.com
mailto:carrie.simonds@gmail.com
mailto:deborah@holleyconsulting.com
http://www.holleyconsulting.com/
mailto:deborah@holleyconsulting.com
Gabe Zeldin
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© 2022 Moscone Emblidge & Rubens LLP | All Rights Reserved

OUR TEAM
Our team of seasoned attorneys is dedicated to achieving our clients’ objectives in the most cost-
e!ective and practical way possible.

Deborah Holley

Planning Consultant*

Deborah Holley is an urban and environmental planner

who assists the firm on land use matters. Deborah has over

twenty years of professional experience. She has managed

or contributed to more than fifty Environmental Impact

Reports, community plans, and special planning and

environmental projects. Deborah has helped non-profits,

schools, developers, and architects negotiate the

environmental and development review process and

provides thorough and sound analysis and advice.

*Deborah is not an attorney and does not o!er legal advice.

REPRESENTAT IVE  MATTERS

EDUCAT ION

Assisted the Ritz Carlton residences in San Francisco to meet CEQA

requirements and gain development entitlements.

Helped Live Oak School in San Francisco negotiate an agreement with a

developer to minimize impacts on the school from a proposed development

Represented a landowner in Napa County making sure their rights are protected

in a lengthy battle over a heliport proposed on an adjacent parcel.

Advised St. Ignatius High School in San Francisco on the planning and

environmental review process for proposed improvement and expansion plans.

Managed the process for a potential historic district in San Francisco.

Helped a landowner gain entitlements to remodel a historically significant

residential structure in San Francisco consistent with the Secretary of the

Interior’s Standards.

Provided representation, analysis, and advice to neighbors and neighborhood

groups concerned about the environmental, historical, and land use impacts of

proposed development projects.

Deborah has also been deeply involved in her community and has served on the boards

of local organizations, including Mill Valley Aware, Kiddo, and the Tam High Foundation.

!

Columbia University, M.S in Urban Planning (MSUP)

University of California, Irvine, B.A in Social Ecology
!

CONTACT
phone: 415.362.3599

fax: 415.362.2006

email: deborah@holleyconsulting.com

!""#$%&"'!

OUR TEAM OUR EXPERTISE OUR CLIENTS CONTACT

mailto:deborah@holleyconsulting.com
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Gabe Zeldin
Subject property

Gabe Zeldin
Our property

Gabe Zeldin

Gabe Zeldin

Gabe Zeldin

Gabe Zeldin

Gabe Zeldin

Gabe Zeldin
Location of requested setback

Gabe Zeldin

Gabe Zeldin
Red dots represent the residences of neighbors who wrote letters.  None have any sightline toward the proposed rear addition and none will suffer diminished light, air, and visual access to the mid-block open space like ours will

Gabe Zeldin
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Discretionary Review 
Analysis 

HEARING DATE: November 10, 2022 

Continued from October 20, 2022 

Record No.: 2021-011322DRP 
Project Address: 264 Diamond Street 
Permit Application:  2021.0506.9906 
Zoning:  RH-3 [Residential House, Three Family] 
 40-X Height and Bulk District 
Block/Lot: 2698 / 009B 
Project Sponsor:  Kyle Brunel 
  Pencilbox Architects 
  237 Clara Street 
  San Francisco, CA 94107  
Staff Contact: David Winslow – (628) 652-7335 
 david.winslow@sfgov.org] 
 

Recommendation: Take DR and Approve with Modifications 
 

Project Description 
The project proposes to construct a 3-story rear horizontal addition to a 3-story single-family dwelling.   

Site Description and Present Use 

The site is an approximately 25’ wide x 125’-0” deep lateral sloping lot. The existing building is a category B – Age 
Eligible Historic Resource built in 1916.  

Surrounding Properties and Neighborhood 
The buildings on this block of Diamond Street consist of predominantly of 3-story residential buildings. The 
subject and neighboring (DR requestor’s) buildings are a pair of two buildings that are shorter than their 
adjacent neighbors and are both articulated by side setbacks at the rear that provides access to a generous mid-
block open space. 

mailto:david.winslow@sfgov.org


Discretionary Review –Analysis  RECORD NO. 2021-011322DRP 
Hearing Date: November 10, 2022  264 Diamond Street 

  2  

Building Permit Notification 

Type Required 
Period 

Notification 
Dates 

DR File Date DR Hearing Date Filing to Hearing 
Date 

311 Notice 30 days July 13, 2022– 
August 12, 2022 

August 12, 2022 October 20, 2022 70 days 

Hearing Notification 

Type Required 
Period 

Required Notice 
Date 

Actual Notice Date Actual Period 

Posted Notice 20 days October 1, 2022 October 1, 2022 20 days 

Mailed Notice 20 days October 1, 2022 October 1, 2022 20 days 

Online Notice 20 days October 1, 2022 October 1, 2022 20 days 

Public Comment 

 Support Opposed No Position 

Adjacent neighbor(s) 0 0 0 

Other neighbors on the block or 
directly across the street 

8 0 0 

Neighborhood groups 0 0 0 

Environmental Review  

The Department has determined that the proposed project is exempt/excluded from environmental review, 
pursuant to CEQA Guideline Section 15301 (Class One - Minor Alteration of Existing Facility, (e) Additions to 
existing structures provided that the addition will not result in an increase of more than 10,000 square feet). 

DR Requestor 

DR requestor: Gabe Zeldin of 258 Diamond Street the adjacent neighbor to the north. 
 

DR Requestors’ Concerns and Proposed Alternatives 
DR requestor is concerned that the proposed project is not compliant with the Residential Design Guidelines: 

“Articulate the building to minimize impacts to light and privacy.” and “Design the height and depth of 
the building to be compatible with the scale at the mdi-block open space.” 

http://www.sf-planning.org/info


Discretionary Review –Analysis  RECORD NO. 2021-011322DRP 
Hearing Date: November 10, 2022  264 Diamond Street 

  3  

Proposed alternatives: 
1. Set back the second floor 5’ from the side property line. 

 
See attached Discretionary Review Application, dated August 12, 2022. 

 

Project Sponsor’s Response to DR Application 

The design is a modest addition and has been modified to address the issues by reducing the parapet and 
removing windows facing the DR requestor’s property. The DR requestor’s request would have little benefit to 
the neighbor and have a major impact on the design and function of the proposed project.  
 
See attached Response to Discretionary Review, dated September 7, 2022 
 

Department Review 
The Residential Design Guidelines “Articulate the building to minimize impacts to light and privacy.” and “Design 
the height and depth of the building to be compatible with the scale at the mdi-block open space.” clearly illustrate 
conditions and responses similar to this situation.  
 
Although this addition is modest, the Department’s typical request for this condition where a neighboring 
building has a setback with windows would be a 3’ side setback that reciprocates with the existing setback. This 
was initially requested by staff but rejected by project sponsor in favor of lowering the roof parapet and removing 
side facing windows.  
 
Staff suggested that not providing a side setback would be acceptable if the project sponsor obtained consent 
from the neighbor. Although the guidelines also include alternatives to side setbacks, staff deems the measures 
taken in this case do not adequately address the issue. 
 
Therefore, staff deems there are exceptional and extraordinary circumstances and recommends taking 
Discretionary Review and approving with modifications to articulate the building to minimize impacts to light 
and privacy and access to mid-block open space by providing a 3-foot side setback adjacent to the DR requestor. 
 
 

Recommendation: Take DR and Approve with Modifications 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.sf-planning.org/info
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Revised plans submitted after both the 311 notice and the discretionary review hearing 
incorporate a four-foot setback along the north side on the ground floor – directly underneath 
the second-floor rear addition where we request a similar setback. 
 

Original Plan Post-notice Plan 

 

 
 
 	 	

 
 

New side 
setback at 
ground level 
shows how 
easy it 
would be to 
incorporate 
side setback 
into second 
floor above. 
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Images taken since the November 2022 hearing demonstrate direct sunlight that the proposed 
rear addition would block, and contradict the sponsors’ shadow study, which they falsely 
described to the Planning Department as having a “de minimis” effect. 
 

 
 

1/1/2023 

12/2/2022 

11/15/2022 

2/12/2023 

2/6/2023 

12/2/2022 

11/21/2022 
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Below we include three recent examples of other projects in which Planning recommended side 
setback modifications to conform with the Guidelines and provide additional light, air, privacy, 
and mid-block open space access to adjacent neighbors. 
 
 

Property Planning’s Recommendation 
2230-2232 Washington Street 
Record No. 2021-004022DRP 
 

Modified Plan Original Plan 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Department	Review	 

The	Planning	Department’s	review	of	

this	proposal	recommends	several	

modifications	to	conform	to	the	

Residential	Design	Guidelines	-	most	of	

which	have	been	incorporated	into	the	

revised	drawings	of	the	proposed	

project	dated	5.5.22.	These	include	

providing	a	7’-6”	side	setback	at	the	

east	starting	11’	from	the	adjacent	

neighbor’s	rear	building	wall;	reducing	

the	extent	of	the	third-floor	rear	wall	

by	6’;	and	providing	a	5’	side	setback	

from	the	west	property	line	to	the	

third-floor	deck.	 

The	project	complies	with	the	

Residential	Flats	policy.	The	upper	flat	

occupied	890	sq.	ft.	of	habitable	area	

with	exposure	to	the	full	front	façade	

and	partial	exposure	to	the	back	due	to	

the	stair	location.	This	unit	is	being	

relocated	with	978	sq.	ft.	to	the	ground	

level	and	has	full	exposure	at	the	back	

and	narrow	exposure	to	the	front.	 

Therefore,	staff	recommends	taking	

Discretionary	Review	and	approving	

with	the	following	modifications:	 

1. Lower	the	ceiling	height	of	the	
third-floor	rear	addition	to	9’.		

Maintain	the	east	roof	at	the	setback	as	

unoccupied	with	a	curb	no	higher	than	

4”-	6	(fire	-rated	the	roof	assembly).		

Gabe Zeldin



46 Homestead Street 
Record No. 2017-013615DRP 
 
Original plan before modification: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Department	Review	 

The	Planning	Department’s	review	of	

this	proposal	recommends	several	

modifications	to	conform	to	the	

Residential	Design	Guidelines	since	

several	of	the	original	design	review	

comments	(see	RDG	matrix)	were	not	

incorporated	into	the	proposed	

project.	 

Therefore,	recommends	taking	

Discretionary	Review	and	approving	

with	the	following	recommendations:	 

1. At	the	front	of	the	third	floor	
provide	a	3’	side	setback	for	

75%	of	the	length	to	match	the	

south	neighbor’s	light	well.	A	5’		

2. Relocate	the	skylights	adjacent	
to	property	lines	so	that	a	30"	

parapet	against	the	neighbor	to	

the	south	is	not	required.		

3. Raise	the	sill	of	the	second-
floor	window	on	front	façade	

and	provide	additional	mullion	

to	bring	window	to	scale	and	

proportion	with	surrounding	

buildings.		

	



 
3624-3626 Scott Street 
Record No. 2021-002487DRP-02 
 
Original plan marked up by DR requestor: 

 
 
 
 

	
Department	Review	 

The	Planning	Department’s	review	of	

this	confirms	general	support	for	this	

proposal	as	it	conforms	to	the	Planning	

Code	and	the	Residential	Design	

Guidelines	with	the	following	

exceptions	The	context	enables	a	

three-	story	building	to	fit	the	existing	

predominate	pattern	and	scale	of	

three-story	buildings	at	the	street.	The	

fourth	story	is	set	back	approximately	

15’	to	minimize	its	visibility.	The	

project	matches	70%	of	the	length	of	

the	lightwell	of	adjacent	neighbor	to	

the	north	with	a	5’	deep	light	well.	The	

stepped	massing	at	the	rear	extends	to	

the	allowable	building	area	at	the	first	

floor	only	and	does	not	intrude	further	

into	the	mid-block	open	space	than	

adjacent	buildings	leaving	

approximately	60’	between	the	rear	

wall	and	the	neighbors	to	the	rear,	and	

as	such	does	not	pose	any	undue	

reduction	of	light	to	the	DR	requestors’	

property.	The	façade	material,	window	

sizes	and	proportions,	and	detailing	is	

compatible	with	the	architectural	

character	of	the	surrounding	buildings.	

However,	the	proximity	of	the	lower	

rear	deck	to	3620	Scott	Street	and	the	

exposure	of	the	upper	deck	requires	

modifications	to	ensure	privacy	

impacts	are	minimized.	 

Therefore,	staff	recommends	taking	

Discretionary	Review	and	approving	

with	the	following	modifications:	 

1. Set	the	second-floor	deck	and	
guardrail	and	parapet	wall	

back	five	feet	from	the	north	

property	line.		

2. Provide	opaque	guardrail	at	
the	third-floor	rear	deck.		
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4576 19th Street Subject Property (264 Diamond) 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Gabe Zeldin
Similar construction and floorplan

Gabe Zeldin
Side setback respected with “flow” from dining room into rear space

Gabe Zeldin
Side setback on this side not required for subject property

Gabe Zeldin

Gabe Zeldin

Gabe Zeldin
Requested side setback (not to scale)

Gabe Zeldin
Ample room for single door 



 
4576 19th Street, Interior Photos 

 

 

 

Gabe Zeldin
Dining room opens into rear room with single door

Gabe Zeldin
Large entry maintained into dining room from living room



4594 19th Street Subject Property (264 Diamond) 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Gabe Zeldin
Similar construction and entry level floorplan

Gabe Zeldin
Side Setback respected with “flow” from dining room into rear space 

Gabe Zeldin
Side setback on this side not required for subject property

Gabe Zeldin

Gabe Zeldin

Gabe Zeldin
Requested side setback (not to scale)

Gabe Zeldin
Open concept possible with “flow” into kitchen



4309 19th Street Subject Property (264 Diamond) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Gabe Zeldin
Mirror image construction and floorplan

Gabe Zeldin

Gabe Zeldin

Gabe Zeldin
Requested side setback (not to scale)

Gabe Zeldin
Side setback respected (mirror image)

Gabe Zeldin
Potential to reorient kitchen vertically between 2 and 5

Gabe Zeldin

Gabe Zeldin
Potential powder or pantry

Gabe Zeldin
Potential powder or pantry



Gabe Zeldin
Exhibit 11



Similar houses on 19th St. all have side setbacks in the rear on both sides of the property line. 
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          BRIEF SUBMITTED BY THE PERMIT HOLDER(S)  



Reply Brief for 264 Diamond Street, San Francisco, Appeal No.: 23-006  

March 9, 2023  

Introduction 

We, Betsy Bayha and Heidi Gewertz, are the homeowners of 264 Diamond St. in the 

Castro where we have lived since 2003. 

Our small project has been approved by the Planning Department and reaffirmed by the 

Planning Commission in its Public Hearing on November 10, 2022, in which the Commission 

declined to take discretionary review and approved the project with no modifications, stating, 

“There are no extraordinary or exceptional circumstances in the case. The proposal complies 

with the Planning Code, the General Plan, and conforms with the Residential Design 

Guidelines.” Further, the Commission determined that no modifications to the project were 

necessary, and they instructed staff to approve the Project per plans. (See Attachment 1). 

What is at issue in this appeal is a 120-square-foot infill addition over our existing garage 

roof on the north side of our property on our home’s main floor. The overall addition is intended 

to “square off” what is currently a fragmented area at the rear of our home and provide us with a 

livable, though small, family room adjacent to our kitchen.  This area measures 10 feet by 12 

feet.  Our neighbor’s demand for a 5-foot setback to this space would reduce our proposed 

addition in this area by 50%.   

This depicts the current configuration at the rear of our home: 



 

This depicts the proposed configuration, squaring off the main floor: 

 

 

The following image depicts in blue what the DR Requester demands be removed. 

 



 

This image depicts the demanded reduction from another perspective: 

 

 



 

This demand is being made, even though our current project has no significant impact on 

the appellant’s light or air circulation.  Our project will affect the appellant’s view of our back 

yard from his half-bathroom window.  However, this window is a secondary window that is 

rarely used. Furthermore, protection of a view is not allowed under the Planning Code. 

We feel that the burden on our project imposed by a five-foot setback substantially 

outweighs the impact of a minor incursion on the view of our back yard from the neighbor’s 

secondary window, especially considering that he has ample view of the mid-block open space 

from large windows in his family room adjacent to his kitchen and half-bathroom depicted here. 

 

 

We ask that the Board of Permit Appeals deny this attempt to block our project and to 

allow our project to proceed without further modifications for the reasons explained below. 

 

 



Background 

Prior to the Planning Commission’s decision on November 10 not to take discretionary 

review, Elizabeth Watty, the Director of Current Planning, cited several reasons for the 

Department’s original decision to approve the project as proposed.  Ms. Watty specifically 

pointed out the shallow depth of our building – only 45 feet, in comparison to many buildings on 

our block that have much greater depths, and noted that the proposed construction would stay 

within this envelope with no additional expansion into our rear yard, even though, under the 

planning code we could have proposed a substantially larger project, which could have included 

building out 7 feet into the rear yard, through all three stories of our home and adding an 

additional fourth story above that.   

Ms. Watty noted that given the modest size of our proposed addition, the originally 

requested five-foot setback, as well as a compromise three-foot setback under consideration, 

would have an inordinate impact on our “very small” project. She further noted that doing any 

setback under the Residential Design Guidelines is not a directive but rather is one of several 

mitigation measures to consider within the context of a project.  

 Ms. Watty also emphasized that the Residential Design Guidelines provide for flexibility 

regarding if and how they are applied, and context is important to consider in deciding whether 

and to what extent the guidelines should be applied. In the context of our project, built as infill 

over existing construction with no additional extension into the rear yard, it did not make sense 

to require a setback. And as noted by Planning Commission President Tanner, even a 3-foot 

setback (as shown in the illustration below) would remove a significant portion of the 10’ by 

12’addition.  President Tanner also noted that “part of consistency [in applying the guidelines] is 

looking at the totality of the circumstances”.  



To demonstrate the impact of a proposed setback on the usability of our proposed project, 

the image below shows the functional utility spaces in green, the living space on the right in 

orange and the flow of foot traffic through the space in blue. 

 

This is a closer view of the proposed kitchen and family room: 

 

 



The schematic below shows the impact of a 5-foot setback.  A setback of this size would 

completely eliminate the living space we hoped to achieve with this project. 

 

 

 

This schematic shows the impact of a 3-foot setback which also substantially reduces the 

usability of this room: 

 

As shown in the schematics above, a setback of 5 feet or a setback of 3 feet, or any 

setback, creates an awkward configuration inside our home with insufficient room to place 

furniture for a family room and maintain circulation of foot traffic, losing the primary purpose of 

our project to create usable living space adjacent to our kitchen.   



Any setback also creates an unusable notch outside the home that gives no benefit to the 

appellant. The remaining roof area in the five-foot setback (or any setback) would be unsightly 

for our neighbor creating a “dead space” which will be difficult to access and maintain and could 

attract yard debris and wild animal feces. 

The Planning Department originally approved our project because we were able to 

demonstrate that the effect of our project on the appellant’s light and air would be minimal.  His 

windows sit on a five- and one-half foot light well which provides ample air circulation to all 

windows.  In no way will our project affect this existing lightwell on the appellant’s property.  

We conducted a shadow study to gauge the impact on light throughout the year.  Using modeling 

tools in Revit that are the industry standard, we determined that direct light into the first-floor 

kitchen sink and bathroom windows would be diminished only two times of the year – Spring 

and Fall equinox – and only for about an hour late in the afternoon.  There would still be ample 

reflected light in this area because the yard faces due west. As a concession at the request of 

Planning, we agreed to remove a parapet from the roof of the new construction to further 

mitigate the already minimal shadow impact from our project. 

Having addressed the appellant’s arguments about impact on light and air, the only 

remaining issue is view.  To be clear: This appeal is driven primarily by our neighbor’s wish 

to maintain a view of our back yard from his half-bath window – a window that remains 

shuttered 99 percent of the time. 

Timing and Notice 

The appellant claims that we never asked for his perspective on our project, but when he 

and his wife first moved to the neighborhood in June 2020 and we welcomed them as new 

neighbors we informed them immediately of our intention to do this project and noted that we 



wanted to construct the same family room that they have in their home, which extends to the 

property line. We all had a clear view of our proposed addition during the discussion in their 

backyard.  We reaffirmed our intentions at a subsequent social gathering with them in our back 

yard and received no questions, feedback or objections.  Subsequent to those meetings, our 

neighbors were informed via letter regarding our plans in conformance with Planning 

Department notification requirements and again, we heard no objections from them.  We held a 

required public hearing to invite public comment and they did not attend or raise concerns.   

The appellant claims that we refused to work with him on the design.  However, he has 

acted in bad faith repeatedly on this matter, not informing us of his concerns and not giving us 

adequate notice to work with him. Once planning had approved our project and we moved to 311 

notification, he had 30 days to ask for modifications and share his concerns.  We heard nothing 

until 4 days prior to the deadline when we received an email late on a Sunday night demanding 

that we provide plans for a 5-foot setback by that Thursday, or he would pursue Discretionary 

Review – hardly enough time to respond to such a demand. 

The appellant insinuates that we exerted our “political influence” with the Planning 

Commission yet can provide no evidence to support this claim.  The evidence does not exist 

because we did not exert any influence. As an attorney and a public servant, Heidi is bound by a 

strict code of ethics.  Early in this process she consulted with the conflicts and ethics advisor in 

the City Attorney’s office specifically to understand what level of communication she could and 

could not have with Planning Department staff regarding this matter and to ensure that all of her 

communication would be carried out appropriately.  She was advised to adhere to a policy of 

communicating at the same level of access that any resident would have, and she adhered to that 

policy. The members of the Planning Commission are also bound by a code of ethics.  There was 



no need to disclose Heidi’s employment as a City Attorney, because it had no bearing on this 

case.  

The appellant erroneously states that Heidi represents the San Francisco Planning 

Department.  This is not correct.  As a Deputy City Attorney on the Real Estate team Heidi 

represents the City of San Francisco, and works with many City Departments, including the 

Planning Department, on large, often multi-phase development projects and associated real estate 

matters; however, she does not work with the Planning Department on project applications for 

single-family homes, the discretionary review process or any matters related to any process 

included as part of our application. Most importantly, Heidi, at all times, remained involved in 

the process as a city resident and never in the role of a Deputy City Attorney. 

The appellant, in his brief, is mistaken regarding any side setback on the garage level of 

our project.  The proposed construction at the garage level fits within the existing envelope of 

our current construction and is built to the property line.  The appellant is incorrectly interpreting 

the project building plans and is mistaking a corridor of egress to the back yard that is separate 

from the proposed conditioned space as a setback.   

The appellant says that the hearing before the Planning Commission was procedurally 

flawed because the staff architect was not on hand to present this case to the Commissioners. 

There is nothing in the Discretionary Review guidelines saying that the staff architect must 

present cases to the Commission.  In the absence of the staff architect, the Director of Current 

Planning, Ms. Watty, was staffing the Commission meeting and as a senior staff member was 

able to provide extensive background, context and commentary regarding how our project was 

discussed and how the ultimate decision was made to approve our plan, as she had been a party 

to those discussions. 



The appellant also expressed concern about the refinishing of the basement level of our 

home and that the design was added after Planning’s approval of our project. Prior to including 

these details, we confirmed with Planning that details regarding the interior elements of our 

home were not within Planning’s jurisdiction and did not require Planning’s review or approval. 

Such design details and additions are under the jurisdiction of the Department of Building 

Inspection (DBI) and all design details were included in the plan drawings submitted to DBI and 

approved under the Site Permit consistent with City requirements. 

We have attached nine letters of support representing ten of our neighbors, four of whom 

live adjacent to us in the building to the south and two who have a direct view of our back yard 

from their home (see Attachment 2).  These letters were written for the Planning Commission 

hearing.  All neighbors have given their consent to have the letters included for this brief.  We 

have lived in this neighborhood for almost two decades and raised our son here.  We are 

committed to living in San Francisco and keeping this a vibrant family friendly city where all 

kinds of families can create a home.  We submitted our plans to the Planning Department almost 

two years ago and we still have not been able to start this project.  We ask that you take action 

today to allow us to move ahead with this modest project that means so much to us, that has been 

designed carefully and thoughtfully respecting the integrity of our home, maintaining the 

character of our neighborhood and causing minimal impact to our neighbors.  

Conclusion 

 The appellant has raised issues about our project’s approval, the process at the Planning 

Commission’s hearing for Discretionary Review and has even questioned the ethics of one of the 

homeowners without any evidence to support his claims. In consideration of all discussed above 



we respectfully request that you deny the appeal to our building permit and allow us to proceed 

with our project as approved without further modification. 
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                  PUBLIC COMMENT 



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Wade Webster
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: RE: Appeal No. 23-006, 264 Diamond Street
Date: Tuesday, February 28, 2023 1:13:05 PM

 

To Whom It May Concern,

My name is Wade Webster, resident of 259 Eureka Street, and I am writing in regard to the
site permit 2021/11/16/2462. 

This appeal is senseless, and the fact that it occurs now, sixteen months after petition, is petty
and harassing. Expanding the overall envelope of this building puts it in parity with nearby
houses on the same side of Diamond Street, such as addresses 242, 244, and 252. I will be
directly affected by the construction, because I live opposite the rear of this structure, and I do
not care in the least. 

Let these people shape this house as they wish, because that's what a city does. A city grows
and changes to meet the occupants, and it will only wither and decay should it continue to
celebrate the opinions of the merely annoyed.

Thank you for your attention,
-Wade

mailto:justin.wade.webster@gmail.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org
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